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Abstract.     The combination of methods allows obtaining good results in medicine. In particular, for classifiers 
construction of differential diagnostics diseases which is hard for recognize by the clinical features. This paper gives 
classification results based on GMDH and probabilistic methods for the purpose of their application in medical 
practice. Ideas of Bayes, Borda count and Condorcet's paired comparison method were used to create probabilistic 
classifiers for the formation of decision rules. The block diagram of algorithm for differential diagnosis system based 
on decision tree of GMDH and probabilistic methods classifiers is proposed. 
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1 Introduction 
 
The decision making problem occurs in medical tasks, especially with regard to diagnosis, particularly when the 
number of observed symptoms is large enough. Diagnosis on clinical features is intractable problem also because their 
presence is not always associated with the disease [1]. The intersection of the diagnoses in the feature space is a 
peculiarity and also the difficulty of diagnosing. That is, one and the same feature and identical features combination 
can be observed in various diseases. Such a situation occurs in diseases of the blood, associated with its bad 
coagulation. These diseases are called "mild cases of pathology of hemostasis" or "mild forms of coagulopathy and 
thrombocytopathy" [2]. 

Usually probabilistic approach comes from statistical nature of observations. The basis is the assumption of a 
probability measure existence in the space of diagnoses, which is either known or can be estimated. The reason of using 
probabilistic approach is that initial data represent a table of prior features and diagnoses probabilities in different 
sections (age, sex, and diagnosis). Decision has been taken by maximum of criterion based on transformation of these 
frequencies [3]. The classes in the feature space are intersecting, so there it was necessary measure to determine the 
degree of difference, or intersection of classes. 

Relations between the features do not have functional nature, but statistical one. Three well-known methods were 
used to create "physician counsellor" from probabilistic approach. These were:  method based on Borda count (BCM) 
[4], Condorcet‘s paired comparison method (PCM) [5] and method based on Bayes idea (BM) [6]. Diagnostic 
information for decision-making system is obtained based on the results of classifying by these classifiers, as well as the 
GMDH-classifiers [7]. Block diagram is shown below. 

 The most simple to use Borda count method was chosen as the most commonly used method for preparation 
information for decision maker person. This method is based on direct ranking, and uses consistency statistical tests for 
decision-making justification. The frequencies are easily interpreted as the ranks. This method allows the presence of 
intersecting classes in the feature space that takes into account by the calculation indices of rank interconnectedness. In 

Mild cases pathology hemostasis (MCPH), probabilistic 
approach, Borda count, Condorcet‘s paired comparison 
method, Bayes' formula, classification, differential 
diagnostics, GMDH algorithm, decision tree. 
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Borda method, in contrast to the Bayesian method is used "coarse" estimates, because interval values of the frequencies 
are converted to integer values of ranks. In some cases, this allows the doctor, got an answer of the system "I do not 
know" to avoid an incorrect diagnosis for patients. Based on rank coefficients one can answer the questions: should we 
accept the hypothesis H0 about lack of differences? Are experts "coordinated" in their decisions on the diagnosis? It is 
not always possible to answer the question regarding to which the diagnosis there was reached a consensus. This will be 
demonstrated in further examples. 

 

2 Problem Statement 
 

In the space of clinical features (m = 19), four classes (diagnoses) are given: D1 is Willebrand disease (WD), D2 is 
coagulopathy (CP), D3 is disaggregation thrombocytopathy (DT), D4 is combined pathology of hemostasis (CPH). Each 
of the four diagnoses (k=4) was established for patients in a clinical laboratory using expensive reagents. Clinical 
features usually take, the binary values of "yes " (+1) or "no" (-1), but for some patients the third value is added: "no 
conditions for manifestation of this feature "(0).  

Object domain experts identify the following nineteen hemorrhagic symptoms: 1 denotes Juvenile Uterine Bleeding 
(YUB) 2 is dysfunctional uterine bleeding (DUB), 3 is epistaxis (E), 4 is gums bleeding (BG), 5 is tooth extraction 
bleeding (TEB), 6 is intra and postoperative bleeding (IPPB), 7 is post-traumatic hematoma (PTH), 8 is sores surface 
bleeding (SSB), 9 is sores long-term nonhealing  (SLTnH), 10 is post-traumatic hemarthrosis (PTHs) emissions; 11 is 
post-injection hematoma (PIH), 12 is tongue frenulum bleeding (TFB), 13 is gastrointestinal bleeding (GIB), 14 is groin 
hematoma, 15 is teething bleeding; 16 is birth cephalohematoma (BCH), 17 is renal bleeding, 18 is post-partum 
haemorrhage (PPH); 19 is hemorrhagic insult. This study does not discuss the completeness of initial features set. 

Problem definition includes the following. There is a fragment of the initial sample, represented in the Table 1. 
Observable features хi, i= m,1  some diseases (diagnoses) kjDDi ,1, =∈  take integer values from a finite set 

{ }1,0,1, −∈∈ ii xXx . According to data of whole initial sample, Table 2 is constructed. It contains a numbers 

),( ji Dxp  meaning the probabilities (the relative frequencies) of ix  observation feature in the presence of a diagnosis 

jD (calculated as the quotient of two numbers iji nn /, , where jin ,  is the number of patients in whom there was feature 

ix  and was diagnosed jD , in  is the amount of the total sample of patients  of differential diagnosis problem (D={WD, 

CP, DT, CPH}), with symptom ix ).  

Let w: DX →  meant function, which on observation XX s ⊆ , s≤m, ( )ss xxX ,...,1=  takes the value ℜ∈)( sXw . 
The w is called a decision function as using it can determine diagnosis, for example, the following formula: 

( ) DDDXwD is
ki

∈=
=

*

,1

* ,)(maxarg .                                                         (1) 

The problem is that for given sets X, D, and the function ℜ→×DXpXD :  find a decision rule f: DX → , which 
maximizes detection accuracy of diagnoses for the whole sample of learning, as well as on an independent sample.  

The decision rule we will build as a tree of decision rules [9]. As "leaves" of this tree will be probabilistic 
classifiers and obtained by the Group Method for Data Handling.  

As the initial information have a table of initial data and the table of probabilities. In general, classification is 
probabilistic in nature, we can introduce a threshold acceptable probability, and then there will be the variant "not 
classified". The classification precision was calculated as the ratio of nr patients correctly classified to their total number 
n. In this paper, n is the volume of the control sample. 

Let the function f* of decision rules that maximize the classification accuracy: 
 

( ) npfnf r
pFf

)(max
]1,0[,

*
∈∈

= ,                                                                (2) 

 
where F is set of functions that implement the decision rules given set of classifiers (probabilistic and GMDH). Solution 
of the problem is to construct a minimal tree of decision rules satisfying (2).  
Number of features m depends on the studied group of patients and varies from 5 to 13. It is a women's group of 19 to 
49 years with m = 13 (see Table 1). It is necessary to construct an algorithm for prior diagnosis using data from Table 2 
and evaluate the classifier accuracy using data in Table 1. This classifier for each patient recognizes one correct 
diagnosis from four ones.  
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Table 1. Hemorrhagic manifestations presence for female patients aged from 19 to 49 years depending on age and 

Diseases (D) 

№  age D YUB DUB E BG TEB IPPB PTH SSB SLTnH PTHs PIH GIB BCH PPH 

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 16 18 

70 38 DT +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 + -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
79 43 DT +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 
73 21 CP +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 
74 49 WD +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 
80 19 WD +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
63 20 CP +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 0 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
42 49 DT -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 0 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
13 31 WD +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
68 49 CP +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 0 
57 21 DT +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 
83 28 DT +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 
… … … … … … … … … … … … …  … … … 

 
Analysis of the data in Table 1 revealed the presence of intersecting symptoms sets with the same values that 

characterize corresponding diagnoses, as well as "doubles" (№73, №57), i.e. people with equal values of the same set of 
symptoms that differ only in diagnoses name. Quite naturally, that there is no classifier, which can divide "doubles", but 
a classifier can identify somebody of the double. Naturally it determines the patient for which a prior probability of the 
diagnosis will be higher (in this case, the patient is number 73). Patients sets having the same features sets must be 
isolated and additionally investigated (here are a pair of such patients). Since the initial sample was verified, then a 
couple of patients number 73 and number 57 were identified GMDH classifiers. Number 57- a mistake of classification 
was determined by the GMDH classifiers, and then after search in the database of double record, one at number 57 was 
removed from the sample, and the GMDH-classifiers were retrained. 

 

Table 2. Hemorrhagic manifestations occurrence relative frequency for female patients with Mild Pathology 
Hemostasis (MPH) aged from 19 to 49 years. 

Features 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 16 18 
WD 1 1 1 0,5 0,82 0,8 0,5 0,63 0,5 0,04 0,04 0 0 0,7 
DT 0,91 0,91 0,84 0,56 0,67 0,68 0,59 0,56 0,37 0 0 0,03 0 0,5 

CP 0,88 0,88 0,71 0,65 0,86 0,75 0,77 0,53 0,29 0,06 0,06 0 0 0,3 

CPH 0,75 0,75 0,5 0,38 0,8 0,83 0,63 0,75 0,5 0,13 0,13 0 0,1 0,7 
 

Note. Author of the conception, problem statement of MCPH differential diagnostics and initial data is Doctor of 
Medical Science Tomilin V.V., "Institute of Hematology and Transfusion," Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine. 

 

3 Classification by the method based on the Borda count 
 
A distinctive peculiarity of BCM is that the symptoms are used as experts. They "voted" for particular diagnosis in 
accordance with a measure, received as a result of patient examination in the specialized clinic. This measure is 
presented in Table 2, denoted as p, and is a relative frequency of certain feature presence when a patient is diagnosed. 
Collective coordinated confirmation is used for unambiguous diagnosis identification through p measure is not enough 
due to symptoms sets intersection. 

 Critique of statistical methods application bases in expert systems, in particular, the consistency dogma is not 
actual in this case in respect to actually existing experts division into groups. Because of the fact that hemorrhagic 
symptoms do not psychologically affect each other, they do not inclined to conformism. 
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Relative importance of different diagnoses in the probabilistic approach is determined using Kendall-Smith 
concordance coefficient, χ2 Pearson statistical test.  

In fact, H0 null hypothesis of BCM corresponds to the hypothesis of differences lack from a uniform distribution. 
Uniform distribution in BCM corresponds to the case when experts can not prefer some class to the others, i.e. we can 
not distinguish classes on the result of their voting. Chi-square-Pearson is used when testing this hypothesis, as its input 
data can be obtained in any scale.  

Diagnosis identification is defined by the maximum of preference weight (1), where the weights wℓ  are 
computed on the base of calculations ranks using formulas given in description of these methods [8].  

Disadvantage of above-mentioned method of ranking analysis can sometimes be eliminated by PCM. In this 
method a homogeneity hypothesis is considered instead of the uniform distribution one. Thus, experts opinions 
distributions coincidence between themselves is verified instead of coincidence of all distributions with fixed one 
(uniform). That is naturally interpreted as the consistency of their opinions in respect to a diagnosis. So, we can get rid 
of unnatural uniformity assumption. It is relatively easy to obtain a "physician counsellor" prompt about change in the 
patient’s diagnosis with a change of his (her) state (e.g. when adding a new symptom) by this method, and paired 
comparison results. Diagnosis identification is defined by the maximum of preference weight (1), where the weights wℓ  
are computed on the base of calculations ranks using formulas given in description of these methods [8]. We denote the 
diagnosis decisions function, corresponding to each of the methods by fℓ. The index ℓ is serial number of method: for  
GMDH  ℓ=1, BCM  ℓ=2,  PCM  ℓ=3,  BM ℓ=4.   

 

4 Classification by Condorcet method of paired comparisons 
 

There are patients for whom criterion of χ2 = 0. For example, for patients of 74,75,73,42 in Table 1 BCM can not 
identify the diagnosis. 

 By the paired comparison method is determined the preferred diagnosis. Peculiarity of using PCM is of the 
transition from the probabilities to an integer scale: 1, 2, 3, 4 and calculation of the preferences estimations of each of 
the diagnoses by each expert (feature) according to the value of relative frequencies. Method is described detail in [8]. 
The relative importance of various diagnoses determined by the weights wj,ℓ, the uniqueness of the diagnosis given by 
the formula (2). For the PCM ℓ=3,  1

3
1
3 wf =  , *

3
1
3 DD =  

 If the largest weights coincide 4,1,;,... 1
,

1
,

1
, ∈≠≠=== jijivwww vij 

, then diagnosis is defined by the 
maximum of index, that is calculated as the product of the preferences weight and a prior probability of diagnosis: 

 

)(maxarg ,
4,1

jj
j

pwD


=

+ = , +


D ∈{WD, CP, DT, CPH}                                     (3) 

 
where jp  a prior probability is a patients part having each of the diseases from total patients number belonging to 

the  female age group. Modification of BCM and PCM that take into account a prior probability jp  is denoted as 

BCM+ and PCM+. In the case of BCM classifier f2 =w2, BCM+ pwf 22 =+ . For PCM f3 = w3, for PCM+ +
3f = w3p. 

  If none of the classifiers BCM and PCM did not give a clear answer (conflict diagnosis) or the result of their 
decisions is not consistent, then the diagnosis is determined by taking into account of one more classifier based on the 
Bayesian formula. 

 

5 Classification by Bayesian idea 
 
To construct a decision rule, we use Bayes-Laplace' formula [10]: 

( )
∑∑ ==

∪∪
=== k

j jsj

jsj
k
j jsj

jsj

s

js
sj

DXpDp

DxxxpDp

DXpDp

DXpDp
Xp

DXp
XDp

1

21

1 )|()(

)...()(

)|()(

)|()(
)(

),(
)|(                        (4) 

Where si Xx ∈  si ,1=  is set of symptoms of hemorrhagic specific patient, for which the probability of the diagnosis 
is estimated  s≤m .  Data volume is insufficient, therefore take into account the interdependence of features is not 
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possible because not possible to calculate ),...,,...,( 1 wqv xxxxp . Posterior probability of diagnosis is calculated as the 

naive Bayesian classifier, provided of features independence wqv xxxx ,...,,,...,1 , and  the conditional probability 

)|( ji Dxp  is known as  

∑ ∏

∏

=
∈∀

∈∀= k
j

Xx
jij

Xx
jij

sj

si

si

DxpDp

DxpDp

XDp
1 )|()(

)|()(

)|( , 0)( ≠∀ ji Dxp .                           (5) 

Since the denominator is the same for all diagnoses and does not depend of the jD , for the identification of the 
diagnosis    preference when they are compared, it makes sense to evaluate only the numerator of the formula (4). The 
most preferred diagnosis is determined on the assumption that the conditional probabilities are known as 

4,14,1

*
4 maxarg)|()(maxarg

==
==

j
sjj

j
XDpDpD ∏

∈ si
jij pDp

,1
,)( , 0, ≠∀ jip . 

An important aspect is the interpretation of the numbers jip ,  in Table 2. Depending on the meaning  of these numbers, 

the formula (4) can be calculated as taking into account )( jj Dpp = , and without it. If jip ,  is conditional 

probabilities, should be taken into account pj and in formula (5) probability of j-th diagnosis and i-th feature jip ,  is 

substituted in place of )( ji Dxp . If jip , is the joint probability of j-th diagnosis and i-th feature, then in (5) 

),(, jiji Dxpp =  and not need to take into account the )( jDp . Then diagnosis is defined 

as
4,14,1

4 maxarg),(maxarg
==

− ==
j

sj
j

XDpD ∏
∈ si

jij pp
,1

, . 0, ≠∀ jip . 

Modification of the classifier based on Bayes' formula not taking into account the a priori probability of the 
diagnosis of pj is denoted as BM–. For BM classifier f4 = ∏

∈ si
jij pp

,1
, ,  for BM–  −

4f = ∏
∈ si

jip
,1

, , 0, ≠∀ jip . 

 
 

6 The classification results by probabilistic methods and GMDH 
 
The analysis of classifiers the probabilistic approach and based GMDH is proposed. The results of group diagnosis, 
uniting randomly selected patients and patients with unrecognized diagnoses are presented in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Different classifiers results. 

 
 №  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Patient’s №  70 79 73(57) 74 63 83 68 13 80 42 

Probabilistic 
classifiers 

 
 

BCM - + ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? 

BCM+ + + +(-) - - + - - - + 
PCM - - - + - - - ? + - 
PCM+ + - ? + - - - ? + - 
BM - - -(+) + - - - - + - 
BM– - - +(-) + - - - - + + 

GMDH-based classifiers - - - - - + ? + + + 
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Legend: "?" denoted a diagnoses conflict, "-" denoted the wrong decision, "+" denoted the right decision, "??" 
denoted chi-square criterion is equal to zero (coordinated rejection of the classification), «+ (-)»  denoted correct 
diagnosis for the patient number 73, and an incorrect diagnosis for the patient number 57, and vice versa «-(+)». 
 

As a result of testing the classifier in the control sample can be seen that the classification by Borda method in 
80% of a refusal to classification, and only the modified Borda method in this case, via the maximum probability of the 
diagnosis allows, regardless of feature set is always to give an answer “DT”, which is 50% of cases turns true. 

Particular interest are the results of BCM, PCM, and BM classifiers on the data that relate to the set of patients 
unrecognized by the classifiers GMDH-based (patients 70, 74, 73(57), 79 in Tables 1 and 3). It was found that for 
patients number 74 and numbers 73(57) method based on estimates of Borda (BCM, BCM+) can not determine a 
diagnosis, because chi-square is equal to zero (denoted as "??" in Table 3), but the method of paired comparisons for the 
74th patient allows determine the correct diagnosis and BCM+ determines the correct diagnosis for one of the doubles 
(at number 73) and more for two patients (70 and 79) of unrecognized by using GMDH classifier. For patients 70, 73 
(57) and 79 the method of paired comparisons determines the result incorrectly, but method PCM+ for 74 and 70 gives 
the correct diagnosis. If else one classifier will confirm the correct diagnosis, since this decision already is also 
supported by BF classifier, then at voting the majority among different ones for 74th patient avoid the prospect of a 
diagnosis laboratory is possible besides there are majority of the voting of two classifiers and their modifications. 
Similarly for patient 70 also good to have confirmation result of the classification by another classifier, because two 
modifications of methods BCM+ and PCM+ give the correct diagnosis. For the patient, number 79, there is one correct 
solution of the classifier based on the Borda count (consistency BCM, BCM+), and therefore, this error is a removable 
error with help of the laboratory tests after checking the consistency of voting on all four classifiers.  

  Thus, the classifiers of probabilistic approach (BCM, PCM, and BM) can eliminate all four unrecognized 
errors by GMDH-classifier, two of them by majority rule, one as a result of laboratory testing, and one with either an 
additional classifier, or by laboratory testing. 

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of differential diagnosis system based on decision tree of GMDH-classifier 
and probabilistic methods classifiers. Based on the results of testing the classifier on the control sample with such 
decision tree for patients 63, 83, 68, 113 the laboratory testing also should be performed. This scheme illustrates the 
proposal for the implementation of the idea of voting classifiers in case of their conflict (committee of decision rules) 
and is subject further adjustments. 

In general, the set of ten patients, composed of patients with GMDH unrecognized diagnoses and partly selected 
at random patients, probabilistic approaches and GMDH-classifiers have had separately unrecognizable errors: 
probabilistic classifiers had 3 errors, GMDH-classifiers had 4. There was no patient for whom all the classifiers have 
mistaken in concord. 
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All probabilistic classifiers made mistakes for patients: number 63, number 68 and number 113, while the 

GMDH classifier not made mistakes. GMDH classifiers did unrecognizable errors on the data of number 74 and number 
79, where the BM, PCM and BCM+ classifiers pointed to the correct result. 

The different classifications at diagnosis for ten patients control sample were wrong unavoidably in the following 
cases: classification according to paired comparisons method (along with PCM+), Bayesian classifier (with BM–) were 
mistaken 6 times; classifier based on the estimates of Borda (along with BCM+) 5 times and GMDH-classifiers 4 times. 

The method based on Borda count gives the most "conservative" estimations (refused in 80% cases) as compared 
to other methods, BCM and   BCM+ determined correct diagnosis in one case concord.  

Paired comparison method couldn’t choose between diagnoses in two cases. PCM and   PCM+ determine correct 
diagnoses  in two from 10 cases in concord. 

Bayesian classifiers (BM and BM–) hadn’t refuses and determined correct diagnoses in three cases in concord.  
Pretty low rates of this classifier can be explained that the calculations of diagnosis preferences can be done at 
assumption of features independence, in contrary GMDH-classifiers can be built without these assumptions. 
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Fig. 1. Common algorithm flowchart for making decision in differential diagnostics system. 
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Account of a priori probability of diagnosis p(Dj)  increases the percentage of correct classification for all three 
probabilistic classifiers.  
 

7 Conclusion 
 
 No one classifier should not be used alone for error-free diagnosis of mild cases pathology hemostasis. 

 In the control sample, the highest percentage of correct classification of diagnoses has GMDH classifier (not 
less than 50%), the accuracy of the classifier systems can be increased to 100%, taking into account the 
possibility of eliminating the conflict of its results with ones of the probabilistic approach through laboratory 
testing. 

 All classifiers not made mistakes for either single instance from the 80 patients in concord.  

 Further development of differential diagnostics system based on BCM, PCM, BM and GMDH classifiers could 
be realized in the next ways: 

1. Inclusion of additional characteristics of pathologies, which are diagnosed, in the features set. Developing 
more reliable classifiers based on this new features set. 

2.  Improvement of diagnostic system of decision making. 
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